NEW LIBRARY TECHNOLOGIES, PRACTICES & IMPACTS
CALA Southeast Chapter & Southwest Chapter Joint Conference

June 13, 2016, 9am-1pm CST

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

9:00-10:00 a.m. Matthew Cook, University of Oklahoma: **Innovation @ the EDGE: an inclusive marketplace at the university’s crossroads**;

10:05-10:35 a.m. Kun Lu, University of Oklahoma: **Using text mining for weighted subject indexing**;

10:40-11:10 a.m. Xinyu Yu, The University of Southern Mississippi: **Library discovery services and tools: functionalities and assessments**;

11:15-11:45 a.m. Elizabeth LaBeaud, The University of Southern Mississippi: **Digital archive technologies**;

11:50 a.m.-12:20 p.m. Yan Han, The University of Arizona: **Cloud computing**;

12:25-12:55 p.m. Minhao Jiang, Wayne State University: **Digital initiatives and practices at Wayne State University Libraries**